Many people believe that the focus of graduate business education become increasingly hemmed in, self absorbed and less relevant to practitioners. I wish to determine if these challenges are true.
In their Harvard Business Review article, Bennis and O'Toole raise questions about whether business schools in general have lost their relevance by following "the scientific model" of graduate schools of arts and science as opposed to "the professional model" of medical and law schools. The professional model combines practice and theory and presumes that most or all teachers will have some practical experience.
Virtually none of today's top-ranked business schools would hire, let alone promote, a tenure-track professor whose primary qualification is managing an assembly plant, no matter how distinguished his or her performance. Nor would they hire professors who write articles only for practitioner reviews, like this one. Instead, the best business schools aspire to the same standards of academic excellence that hard disciplines embrace --an approach sometimes waggishly referred to as "physics envy." In departments such as physics and economics, top faculty members have few responsibilities other than to attend to their disciplines. They are not required to train practitioners or to demonstrate practical uses of their work; they are free to research whatever they choose and produce subsequent, even more focused, generations of scholars. In this scientific model, the university exists primarily to support the scholar's interests.
In What's Really Wrong With U.S. Business Schools? (Social Science Research Network, July 2005), authors Harry DeAngelo, Linda DeAngelo, & Jerold L. Zimmerman shine a light on what has become a growing dilemma for business school deans-the yearly scorecard that assigns numerical rankings to selected business programs. The paper describes a "dysfunctional competition for media rankings that leads schools to divert resources from investment in knowledge creation and other important areas to short-term strategy aimed at improving ranking position." It criticizes business schools for "failing to practice what they preach, particularly about the dangers of managing for the short term, but also about the importance of searching for … substance over form in business practices." The writers point out that "Rankings mania also leads business schools to distort MBA curricula with "quick fix, look good" changes that enhance program marketability at the expense of providing students with a rigorous, conceptual education that will serve them well over their entire careers."
In a series of articles from Harvard Business School"s Working Knowledge (July 2005), author Jim Heskett explores the question: How Can Business Schools Be Made More Relevant? Among the ideas proposed in these articles:

Many business school management programs place greater emphasis on research as opposed to teaching. This has led to a significant and increasing disconnection between the world of management practice, for which most business school students are being prepared, and the world of the "academy" in which faculty members who teach and research management issues are being prepared, hired, and promoted.  Much concern exists about business school faculty. In the articles, Chuck Drobny commented, "If the institution places research-focused faculty or graduate students in front of students, and the students lack any perspective gained through experience, the outcome will do little to enhance the managerial skill sets of the graduates." Lisa Marks Dolan, a business school dean, feels that much of the problem lies in the way teachers are trained: "We're being asked to produce graduates who can integrate, adapt, manage global diversity, work in teams, and bring out the best in others, yet these are not the skills that most doctoral candidates are asked to master as part of their training." Leonard Lane reinforces this view in saying that "Relevancy requires that the MBA-level instructor be a true practitioner-scholar who has . . . run or been a key part of a global business and has an advanced degree." As an alternative way of achieving this objective, Bobby Mackie suggests that faculty development "could include more two-way movement of staff, building communication links, and networking between academia and employing organizations."  Concerns over curricula and research led Paula Thornton to comment: "Trying to get professors to pick up studies that are needed by the business community has been frustrating." Arthur Fullerton includes on his list of today's curricular inadequacies: "The ability to gather and mobilize resources...industry specific knowledge," and emphasis on "more variables [that] enter into people's choices than just value maximizing." Don Cameron thinks that "The problem with research is not the research itself, but what is researched. Let's have less esoteric research on topics that will not make a difference. . . ." If the number of reform efforts under way is any indication, many deans agree with this charge.
The call for relevance of management education is not new. In 1996, two reports on the topic were presented to the AACSB. One of these, A Report of the Faculty Leadership Task Force, advocated a tradeoff between relevance and rigor, "where research meets both theoretical and applied standards." Richard Mowday, in his 1996 Address as President of The Academy of Management pointed out that "Relevance without rigor is meaningless." From Management Education at Risk, Report of the Management Education Task Force to the AACSB International Board of Directors, August 2002, the case was made for business schools to adjust dynamically to the shifting agendas of the global marketplace with strong scholarship that both informs what is taught and connects with current and emerging business issues and practices.
To maintain relevance in the global dynamic marketplace, traditional schools need both strong scholarship and a deep connection with current business issues. Schools must pursue current content and use effective pedagogies, including action learning and technology to enhance learning. In Management Education at Risk A Report from the Management Education Task Force Executive Summary, April 2002, Business schools were challenged to remain globally relevant. In addition, the report argued that more "clinical" content of curricula and greater business familiarity among faculty members may be required. The status of non-traditional teachers with rich industry experience may need to be strengthened. In other words, blur boundaries between educational disciplines. Crossdisciplinary programs facilitate market relevance by encouraging boundary spanning teaching and thinking. 
PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH
The purpose of my research is to determine if these criticisms are valid for business schools. I have developed series of questions from the literature in this topic. They are found in the appendix. Their categories and some sample questions are provided below: 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS WORK
Using the information I obtain from the questionnaires, I wish to determine if business people and/or school of business faculty in perceive some business schools: If these perceptions hold true, business school educators need to take these challenges to the MBA degree quite seriously. These challenges, if true, could significantly erode the value of an MBA degree. If this is the case, I also wish to determine the merit of various remedies to enhance the relevance of the MBA business schools. When the information above is obtained, it will offer the administrators of various MBA programs the opportunity to realign their program (if necessary) with the needs of the business community. To me, this is the most exciting part of my work.
SESSION RESULTS
The participants at our session will be provided with a series of questionnaires that thoroughly examine the relevance of business schools. They also will share in the results of the administration of these questionnaires. These questionnaires, with slight modification, could be used to determine the relevance of programs at their home institution. Using the information they obtained from our session, they will be able to begin to investigate the following:

What value does their college or university curriculum produce?  What value should their college or university curriculum produce?  New ideas and insights aimed at assessing the value of their courses, their students" professional development experiences, and their curriculum.
A diagram showing these issues is provided below. 
SOURCES FOR THE QUESTIONS NUMBER 1 -36 ABOVE:
The source of the question is supplied in the coded number after the question mark. The references numbered 1 -10 are supplied below. These references relate to questions numbered 1 -36.
WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE LACK OF RELEVANCE?

1.
Business, like economics, engineering, and journalism, has aspects of both a profession and an academic discipline, and schools must therefore strike a balance between excessive vocationalism, on the one extreme, and pure science, on the other." In order to accomplish this, have a two-track faculty, one tenure/researchoriented and the other clinical or "practice track". Business educators may wish to live in ivory towers, but we've got to get out more often. While relevance without rigor may be meaningless, rigor without relevance is not good enough to get the job done either. Hence, require academic research to pass through a practitioner review process prior to publication. As a consequence, all academic publications would be required to include practitioner reviews of published work. The result could be that both practical relevance and theoretical innovation would benefit. 
